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1   Introduction

It is not the purpose of this paper to tell you about the advantages of UNIMARC - other papers will have covered this;  rather to explain why CDS/ISIS is a useful tool to assist in its implementation.  Since this is an international conference, this paper will refer to UNIMARC rather than any of the other MARC formats, but as far as implementing them on CDS/ISIS is concerned there is little difference.

In Europe and North America, many library automation packages have been developed which allow the processing of records in one or other MARC format, usually the national format in the country where the system is first implemented. Unfortunately, most of these packages require the manufacturer's intervention to implement another MARC format.  This may prove difficult or expensive.  Moreover, MARC as an exchange format requires certain features to be present in the data entry format and may require some experimentation to test the MARC interface between the way the cataloguer enters the data and the way it is exported as an exchange record.


2   CDS/ISIS

This is where CDS/ISIS comes in, a package which lets you design your own internal format and produce a table to convert to any MARC-type format. 

CDS/ISIS for Microcomputers was developed by UNESCO in 1985 to promote databases on microcomputers particularly in developing countries where organizations could not afford the commercially available software packages which are readily available and well supported elsewhere.  It is probably by now the world's most used bibliographic software package, judging from the extent of its use in countries such as India and those in Latin America and south-east Asia.  

Version 1 had a number of problems, but later versions (it has now reached 3.071) are eminently robust.  Version 1 consisted of separate programs which appear as 'modules' of one main program in later versions. They are listed here for reference, with the name of the module as it is known to the system.


Data entry services                   ISISENT
Information retrieval services        ISISRET
Sorting and printing services         ISISPRT
Inverted file services                ISISINV
Data base definition services         ISISDEF
Master file services                  ISISXCH
System utility services               ISISUTL
Advanced programming services         ISISPAS

A Windows version is now being beta-tested which is on the point of reaching the same level of functionality:  in the latest version, format exits written in Pascal (which enable the user to produce tailor-made displays beyond the capability of the already powerful formatting language) have now been implemented so that databases which rely on a format for their displays can run under the latest Windows version.

CDS/ISIS costs next to nothing and is available free-of-charge from UNESCO or national distributors where one exists.  A number of users have designed implementations of UNIMARC on CDS/ISIS, and now there is an official sample database, UNIBASE, which was developed to run under DOS which will be mentioned later.

Indeed UNIMARC has been used at the Russian National Public Library for Science and technology and other libraries in the Russian Federation 1.  In Dr Shraiberg's paper, the problems he found in the DOS version of CDS/ISIS are similar to the ones outlined in this paper.

The key features above are data entry which allows a user-friendly worksheet to be set up with identifiable fields (identified by tags and field names if required); data definition services which allows UNIMARC fields and subfields to be defined in the structure of the data elements of the records; and Master file services which has an export and an import feature and allows data in the database to be reformatted to bring it in line with the requirements of the UNIMARC exchange format.

These features have been transferred over to the Windows version.

3   The exchange format

UNIMARC as one of the family of MARC formats is an exchange format and as such includes three basic components:

1) A defined physical structure: rules for the arrangement on a computer storage medium of data to be exchanged.  This may be likened to a container or carrier in which data may be placed.  The carrier remains constant though the data change from record to record.

2) Content designators: codes to identify the different data elements in the record (e.g. author, title, starting date of journal, medium of item); designation of the fields and subfields.

3) Content of the record which is governed by rules for the formulation of the data elements and very closely tied up with 2) above.

UNIMARC has record linking, not supported by some MARC formats,  which enables links to be made between bibliographic records such as an article record and a journal record or between authority records and bibliographic records.

4   How does CDS/ISIS implement these features?

Bear in mind that UNIMARC does not have to be implemented in the data base itself, since UNIMARC is implemented by exporting data in the UNIMARC format.  Nevertheless, CDS/ISIS allows records to be entered in the UNIMARC format so that conversion to the format structure is relatively easy

The record structure of UNIMARC is defined in the ISO standard ISO 2709.  The internal structure of CDS/ISIS has also been based on this standard, so conversion between the internal format and the exchange format is achieved efficiently.  Moreover, the internal format allows records of variable length (up to 8,000 characters), fields of variable length (up to 1650 characters, but repeatable) and repeatable fields.

Again, CDS/ISIS has implemented the three-digit tags required by UNIMARC, along with subfield identifiers. Data in UNIMARC must be formulated consistently, and following defined cataloguing rules; the package allows help facilities to be incorporated in the database to assist in using the subfields correctly.  The screens can also be designed with messages to facilitate data entry.

The package can produce output formatted according to ISBD, with headings following the kind of conventions found in AACR.  There is just one problem;  the system will not display repeated subfields in the same field, but indicators, stored at the beginning of each field, can be removed from the display where necessary.

Records may be linked when displaying them or when exporting them.  It is possible to set up an authorities database and use this to provide headings of names and subjects.

An organisation wishing to provide UNIMARC records would also presumably want to use them themselves.  The system provides good indexing and retrieval facilities, both of which can be based on the subfield or field.  The system can even produce catalogue cards!

A very useful feature of the program is the possibility of writing one's own programs to interface with the package or replace completely modules in the package.  The Czech National Library has for example developed a version of data entry which enables subfields to be prompted in the DOS version.  The Windows version includes validation on chosen fields.

A further useful feature is the reformatting FST which allows data to be massaged from the format as used in data entry to the UNIMARC format.

5   UNIBASE

To be fair, it is necessary to report some problematic areas with the DOS package which were revealed when UNIBASE was developed.  They have been reported to Unesco and hopefully will be rectified in the future at least in the Windows version. 

ISO 2709 is a tape-based format and CDS/ISIS for microcomputers outputs to diskettes.  In order to facilitate the use of ISO 2709 in CDS/ISIS, the specification of ISO 2709 has been changed slightly:  records are output with a carriage return at the end of each record and a carriage return after each 80 characters within a record.  This can cause problems when transferring data from CDS/ISIS to other systems.  Up to version 3 the package could not accept externally produced records on diskette corresponding to the true UNIMARC record structure but now the package (both DOS and Windows version) can accept these records though it cannot produce or output such records.  It is easy to write a program, for example in BASIC, to take every record and remove carriage returns. It is easy to add a few extra lines to the program to convert the first character of the subfield identifier from the circumflex character (^) which it must be in CDS/ISIS to (ASCII 31) which is the standard.  But it would be better if these did not have to be done.

Though there is no special treatment for ISO 2709 indicators, they do not cause a problem when they are entered at the beginning of each field (where they belong in the exchange format standard). They can be removed from the display at the time of display by means of the print format, since all data are held in subfields.  It may be an idea not to enter indicators when both are blank, and instead to add these by means of a reformatting FST at output into the ISO 2709 format.  

Repeated subfields within one field cannot fully be manipulated, though they may be entered and in most cases exported. Furthermore, the order of subfields is prescribed not by the order in which they are entered but by their order in the display format.  Subfields cannot be printed out in the order in which they appear in the record unless the default punctuation is acceptable, because the specification of any other type of punctuation forces the order of the subfields to be specified.  This is problematic only in the title field and is particularly noticeable when following ISBD and when there are parallel titles. The system needs changing to enable repeated subfields to be manipulated and to enable the original order of subfields to be paramount in deciding on their order in any display, where this feature is required.  This requires either a rewrite to the system by UNESCO or very extensive Pascal programming, which some users have achieved.

The label cannot be manipulated so it is not possible to enter the record status or bibliographic level codes as prescribed in the standard.  Again, this could be added to the record as output from CDS/ISIS, by program.

Fixed fields (e.g. 100) are difficult to enter, but this can be overcome.  Extra non-UNIMARC fields may be added to the database each containing one fixed-length element.  They can then be output as one UNIMARC field by using a reformatting FST when the ISO 2709 record is created.

Though not a problem it must be remembered that if you implement UNIMARC on CDS/ISIS you may not be able to implement all possible UNIMARC options, particularly at the same time.  For example, it might be difficult to implement the 461 field in such a way that you can enter text in or alternatively a record control number.  If you want to do both, use separate fields.




Record of monograph in internal format containing a link to a monographic series.

Label bibliographical level code: m
001 20055
010 ^a92-2-106396-8
101 0 ^aeng
200 1 ^aFrom a developing to a newly industrialised country
    ^ethe republic of Korea 1961-82^fTony Michell
210 ^aGeneva^cILO^d1988
215 ^axii, 180 p
225 2 ^aEmployment, adjustment and industrialisation^x0257-3415^v6
461 20054^v6
700  1^aMichell^bTony
960 19890208
961 d1988____
962 f
963 0
964 y


Record of series
Label bibliographical level code: s
001 20054
011 ^a0257-3415
101 0 ^aeng
200 1 ^aEmployment, adjustment and industrialisation
210 ^aGeneva^cILO^d1986
712 02^aILO^31092
960 19861218
961 s19869999
962 f
963 0
964 y

Records of above from UNIMARC record (displayed in diagnostic format)

Label bibliographical level code: m
001 20055
010   $a92-2-106396-8
100   $a19890208d1988       f0ENGy0103a
101 0 $aeng
200 1 $aFrom a developing to a newly industrialised country
      $ethe republic of Korea 1961-82$fTony Michell
210   $aGeneva$cILO$d1988
215   $axii, 180 p
225 2 $aEmployment, adjustment and industrialisation$x0257-3415$v6
461  1$100120054$12001 $v6
700  1$aMichell$bTony

Record of series
Label bibliographical level code: s
001 20054
011   $a0257-3415
100   $a19861218s19869999   f0engy0103a
101 0 $aeng
200 1 $aEmployment, adjustment and industrialisation
210   $aGeneva$cILO$d1986
712 02$aILO$31092
________________________________________________________________________

Output in AACR form

Michell, Tony
    From a developing to a newly industrialised
country : the republic of Korea 1961 - 82 / Tony
Michell. -- Geneva : ILO, 1988. -- xii, 180 p. --
 (Employment, adjustment and industrialisation,
ISSN 0257-3415 ; 6). -- ISBN 92-2-106396-8

ADDED ENTRIES
CORPORATE AUTHOR(S): ILO
SERIAL TITLE: 	Employment, adjustment and
              		industrialisation
                                 	Record no: 20055
6   Conclusion

Some of the problems described in this paper may seem insurmountable to users without special expertise and knowledge of MARC and CDS/ISIS. However, this is not such a problem as the work has only to be done once (as in the UNIBASE package) and others can use it thereafter.

CDS/ISIS is a package which is more powerful than many on the market, and it is available free-of-charge. Moreover, it has been designed to follow international standards.  With the production of demonstrations like UNIBASE, anyone can experiment with bibliographic exchange formats on CDS/ISIS.   
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